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Rittenhouse is your partner for effortlessly distributing trusted, vetted, and
quality life and health sciences content. We are dedicated to helping our
customers find what they need and move forward with knowledge from the
world of health sciences that you provide. We are pleased to announce several
initiatives that will expand your reach.
Rittenhouse Digital
The mission of Rittenhouse is to significantly transform the distribution and
access to scientific, technical, and medical (STM) information through
collaboration with publishers and the development and implementation of
innovative new technologies. We have improved workflows, content ingestion,
and are making sure readers of your content to find what they need. We are
pleased to announce we will be launching Rittenhouse Digital to provide access
to eBooks for the consumer reader in addition to the R2 Digital Library for our
hospital and library partners. Look for our survey about your needs in the near

future.
The Rittenhouse Publisher Services Team
Rittenhouse is pleased to announce Rob Lennox will be joining the Publisher
Services Team in the role of Publisher Ambassador. Rob has been with
Rittenhouse for nearly 20 years and has transitioned from an outside sales role
to this exciting new role. He will leverage his extensive knowledge of our
customers and their content needs and inform how to best position your
products for aggregation. Rob can be reached at
rob.lennox@rittenhouse.com. Click here to schedule a meeting with Rob.
Laura Duray, Product Marketing Manager—Laura has been working closely
with publishing partners since joining the Rittenhouse Team in 2015. Her focus
will continue to be supporting you through cooperative marketing and promotion
opportunities to ensure our customer groups know you and your products.
Laura can be reached at laura.duray@rittenhouse.com.
Matt Conmy, Product & Special Sales Manager—Matt has been with
Rittenhouse for 6 years, and has more than 20-years experience in STM
publishing. In his role he will be focused on contracts, licensing, and metadata for both print and digital products. Matt can be reached at
matt.conmy@rittenhouse.com.
Jim Broyles & Jamie Lucas are our Meta-Data Managers. They ensure that we
have our product and pricing information up-to-date and accessible to our
partners. To establish product feeds or updates get in touch:
Jim.broyles@rittenhouse.com or Jamie.lucas@rittenhouse.com
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